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THE NEW CYCLE OF AN EVOLUTION
Introduced for the first time as hybrid, the Corolla delivers a spirited drive through its new 
innovative self-charging hybrid power-train. With a completely new approach to design 
and engineering, the world’s best-selling car has it all: a sleek new exterior, a completely 
refurbished interior, a span of upgraded technology and probably most important of all, 
updated safety features. 

The Corolla is back - and it’s better than ever.

*All our taxes are included

TOYOTA COROLLA 
HYBRID

Price: AWG 63,800
WARRANTY 
3 years or 100.000 KM whichever 
comes first (bumper to bumper)



SPACIOUS AND REFINED INTERIOR
• All-new spacious, modern and cohesive interior offering the highest 

levels of visual and tactile quality
• Ergonomically excellent driver’s cockpit area with slimmer dashboard 

with wider, higher center console
• More engaging driving position and newly developed front seats
• Interior of Touring Sports tailored for European customers with focus on 

high practicality

The new Corolla model range showcases an all-new interior designed to 
create a spacious, modern and cohesive cabin environment in which new 
textures, colors and trim combine to offer the highest levels of visual and 
tactile quality.

INTERIOR
THE STANDARD THAT’S NOT STANDARD. 
COLOR UP LIFE. COROLLA.

COLOR TFT DISPLAY  WITH 3D-EFFECT
The driver’s meter cluster is equipped 
with a 7” Multi-information Display 
offering a choice of digital and analogue 
speedometer modes. The panel may also 
be switched to display a 3D-effect, in 
which the dials appear to float in mid-
air.



EXTERIOR
REFLECTING STATE-OF-THE-ART DESIGN

THE NEW CYCLE OF AN EVOLUTION
The new Sedan benefits from the same wide and low stance 
inherent in the new GA-C platform. However, its own individ-
uality within the Corolla family is reflected by a more presti-
gious exterior design with all-new front and rear styling. 

Sharing the same four new wheel design options as the rest of 
the new Corolla model range, the Sedan will be available with 
a choice of body colors uniquely developed for the new Sedan.



AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

WHITE SILVER

REDBLACK

LED HEADLAMPS
A range of three, grade 
-dependent LED front 
lamp clusters includes 
a triple LED parabola 
unit type headlamp, 
a Bi-Beam LED head-
lamp with AHB



SRS (SUPPLEMENTAL RESTRAINT SYSTEM) 
AIRBAGS
To help reduce the impact to occupants 
in a collision, the Corolla is equipped 
with SRS driver airbag and SRS front 
passenger airbag.

WIRELESS MOBILE PHONE CHARGER
A wireless charging system allows 
vehicle occupants to recharge all Wire-
less Power Consortium (WPC)-compat-
ible mobile telephones simply by rest-
ing them on a dedicated pad located in 
front of the gearshift lever.

PRESENTING SUPERLATIVE SAFETY STANDARD
The safety features and environmental performance of the All-New Corolla have been 
advanced based on the remarkable DNA of Corolla series to ensure driving confidence in all 
journeys with the world-renowned Toyota Safety Sense.

SAFETY
AND ADVANCED FEATURES

SIMPLE INTELLIGENT PARK ASSIST WITH AUTOMATIC BRAKING (SIPA):
The system uses a rear camera and ultrasonic sensors on the front side-bumper to identi-
fy viable reverse and parallel parking spaces. It will then automatically apply the correct 
sequence of steering angles for the parking maneuver into the target space; all the driver 
needs do is control the vehicle’s speed. SIPA automatically activates the braking system, 
ensuring the safety of parking manoeuvre.
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